TDD Investments LLC
Building A Better World Starting Today

Re: Collaboration and Development
TDD Investments’ representatives respectfully work closely with various corporations including
engineers and developers (large and small) to provide and oversee developmental operations in
countries throughout the world and especially the continent of Africa.
We recognize the importance of working collectively to assist those less fortunate and their
families in developing African countries to address all projects including road, sanitation, forestry,
farming, medical, water purification, solar energy, etc.
We are also able to provide guidance with alternative financing through programs such as
natural resources that every African nation is deserving of for reconstructing.
Our vision is to continuously increase the quality of life by helping people realize their dreams of
working and living in communities that they themselves helped build while helping African
natives willing to work proudly, side by side, with us too.
We pride ourselves in addressing developmental projects individually by implementing
procedures to address whatever tasks are at hand, immediately. Our belief and experiences show
that starting immediately with the smallest projects attract larger investors that are encouraged to
invest when they see that government related operations run successfully and smoothly.


TDD Investments consults with local government officials, agencies and local businesses
to acquire the appropriate needed services of our developmental partnering companies.
As a result, we allocate the specified services for applicable projects. We employ services
of both government and private sector for their assistance in the developmental process.



TDD will oversee and navigate the reassurance aspect of contracts and assist the
processes through fruition. TDD will provide agendas and schedule the necessary travel
arrangements with respective agencies in order to insure integrity for the protection of
American and foreign interest.



TDD will implement such marketing procedures to attract additional American and
affiliated developers’ interest and provide consulting services with regards to what is
required to implement select projects.



Our fee estimates are based on a minimum 100 hours of working time which includes
time for legal, teleconferencing, meeting, consulting, editing, research, etc.



Prior to travel, we generally request to secure the initial deposit which is contributed
towards the budget of travel and time expenses incurred. These contributions also prove
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to the government that our colleagues are serious about their respective projects and are
willing and able to share some level of sincerity in building relationships.


Out-of-pocket expenses, such as long-distance telephone calls, photocopies, computer
printouts, fax charges, messengers, and local and out-of-town travel incurred in
connection with the project will be billed to the appropriate agency in itemized
statements.

It is our intent to visit countries in need of developmental services lead by our specialist team,
accompanied by a select few qualified top developers that are able to begin evaluating and start
working immediately.
It is of vital importance that we attempt to solidify all arrangements early on in order to proceed
with our delegation because it is a challenge to make arrangements without having secured
dates.
Even though our affiliates maintain very busy schedules, they support us in every endeavor!
To initiate any process, we recommend selecting a tentative date of travel for a period of 4 to 7
days which may include the weekend. Should these dates be available for all parties, we proceed
to make reservations and thereafter we’ll provide the names of the available delegation
accompanying us.
We are committed to providing you with the highest level of customer satisfaction possible. If for
any reason you have questions or comments, we are delighted to hear from you. Call me directly
at 917-881-5290, or send me email at eDavis@TDDInvestments.com. You can expect us to
respond to your e-mail within 24 hours.
Again, thank you for your patronage. We look forward to serving you.
Sincerely,

Everard Davis, Chairman & CEO
TDD Investments, LLC.
M: +1-917-881-5290
eDavis@TDDInvestments.com
Skype: TDDInvestments
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